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Manufacturing Pressing Operation Using Air Force
Client - Global provider of medical, dental, and veterinary equipment including technology and services

Pneumatics

OPPORTUNITY
One of EFP’s current customers needed to determine the proper components to perform a pressing operation
using air force efficiently and effectively with no electricity. Customer provided the desired pressing force needed
for the application.

SOLUTION
EFP’s long and trusted relationship with this client has built confidence over the years for delivering cost-effective
solutions using reliable parts from world class partners. Following a discovery discussion and a visit to their
manufacturing facility, EFP rolled up their sleeves and got to work.
After meeting with EFP partners, the final solution applied a suite of pneumatic products that removed the need
for employee involvement, thus eliminating the chance for human error, which can result in potential damage to the
robot and loss of product. It also reduced downtime with a quick and simple implementation of the product by the
customer, reducing commissioning time of the new system. And, the project was completed within budget.

RESULT
Customer received components that provided the proper pressing force and sequential cycle control that delivered
a home run solution for the pneumatic nameplate circuit application.
Always mindful of the scope, EFP not only delivered below budget but also delivered ahead of schedule,
reducing downtime and increasing efficiency. In the end, the application did not need a PLC and electrical
controls. Collaboratively with EFP, the customer is able supervise this application with an engineering co-op student.

COMPONENT LIST

7808-04-22 threshold
sensor

LTV-45 limit valve
BF-041-DBEE3 ejection
air cylinder

8652AR004FA00G0
pressure regulator

NSC 5/32-N1 flow control
NSC 3/8-N4 flow
control valve

12-DP air piloted
directional valve
OS-1 pulse valve
18SP-4 air piloted valve
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